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Wonder
(ask questions)

Photographs

Video

Text
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Learn
(combine the information
from all resources)

A Brief Account of the Facts

On the morning of April 18, 1906, at 5:15 a.m., a great earthquake hit the
city of San Francisco and the surrounding area. The first tremor lasted about 1
minute. Other tremors continued to strike throughout the morning. Buildings
crumbled, while the water and gas lines broke. The escaping gas started fires in
the rubble, which spread throughout the city. With water mains broken, the fires
burned for three days. Firefighters and the Army worked to dynamite buildings in
hopes of stopping the great fire. Finally, after three days the fire burned itself out
and rain began to fall. Several camps were set up on the outskirts of the city for
the estimated 250,000 homeless. Food and water were rationed by the Army for
free. In total, the earthquake and fire destroyed 490 city blocks including a total
of 25,000 buildings, and killed between 450 and 700 people. Damage estimates
topped $350,000,000.
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Unit 2 Word-catcher
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Unit 2 Word-catcher
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Use this space for notes.
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Performance Task Prompt: 1906 San Francisco Earthquake and Fires
Name:
Date:
How did the 1906 San Francisco earthquake and fire affect the people of San Francisco?
For this performance task, you are going to step back in time to be a reporter working for a San
Francisco newspaper, the San Francisco Tribune, to report on the 1906 earthquake and fire a week
after the event.
Your editor has given you the task to write a front-page newspaper article to show people how the
earthquake and fire has affected people in San Francisco. You will need to uncover different
perspectives and write a newspaper article that objectively reports on the story and engages your
audience.
Your newspaper article needs to:
• Be written as though you are a reporter at the time, just one week after the earthquake and fire.
• Include factual information.
• Have a clear angle on the question: How did the 1906 San Francisco earthquake and fire affect the
people of San Francisco?
• Be written following the inverted pyramid structure—most important information first.
• Include different perspectives: eyewitness accounts.
• Include the features of a newspaper article: headline, subheading, byline, image with a caption.
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Earthquake Excerpt of “Comprehending the Calamity” by Emma M. Burke
Name:
Date:
Expeditionary Learning is seeking permission for this material. We will post an updated version of
the lesson once permission is granted.
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Introducing, Illustrating, and Elaborating Anchor Chart
Introducing

Illustrating

Elaborating
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Author’s Point of View Graphic Organizer: Earthquake Excerpt
Name:
Date:
I can determine an author’s point of view or purpose in an informational text. (RI.6.6)
I can explain how an author’s point of view is conveyed in an informational text. (RI.6.6)
What is Emma Burke’s point
of view of the earthquake?

How do you know?
(specific words, phrases, and
sentences from the text)
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How does the author convey
her point of view?
(Does she state it directly? Is it
inferred from her descriptions of
her actions? Is it inferred from
her use of language? etc.)

Author’s Purpose Anchor Chart
Name:
Date:

Author’s Purpose

How does this affect the narrator’s point of
view?
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Immediate Aftermath Excerpt of “Comprehending the Calamity” by Emma M. Burke
Name:
Date:
Expeditionary Learning is seeking permission for this material. We will post an updated version of
the lesson once permission is granted.
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Author’s Point of View Graphic Organizer: Immediate Aftermath Excerpt
Name:
Date:
I can determine an author’s point of view or purpose in an informational text. (RI.6.6)
I can explain how an author’s point of view is conveyed in an informational text. (RI.6.6)
What is Emma Burke’s point
of view of the immediate
aftermath of the earthquake?

How do you know?
(specific words, phrases, and
sentences from the text)
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How does the author convey
her point of view?
(Does she state it directly? Is it
inferred from her descriptions of
her actions? Is it inferred from
her use of language? etc.)

Mid-Unit 2 Assessment Part A: Determining Word Meaning and
How Ideas Are Developed
Name:
Date:
I can analyze how key individuals, events, or ideas are developed throughout a text.
(RI.6.3)
I can use a variety of strategies to determine word meaning in informational texts.
(RI.6.4)
Read the excerpt and then answer the questions on the next page.
1. I gave them food, and hastened to the Park through the gathering twilight. My husband and son
had spread a mattress under the protecting branches of some bushes, with a great eucalyptus tree
towering over us. We crawled in, sleeping crosswise of the mattress, and my long coat kept me snug
and warm.
2. The immense fires started by the earthquake now made such a ruddy glow that it was easy to see
everything, although the flames were two miles away. No lights were allowed in the Park, and all
was soon quiet except the wail of a baby, the clang of an ambulance, and the incessant roll of wheels
and tramp of feet as the people constantly sought refuge. People were all about us in huddled
groups, sleeping the sleep of exhaustion on the lawns and under the shrubbery.
3. Late in the night I heard a cry, “Bakers wanted! Bakers wanted!” over and over—the first cry of a
stricken people for bread. Later came another through the silent night—“Union telegraphers
wanted”—to tell the world our awful plight.
4. Morning came, and my husband was detailed to take charge of the water distribution at the
entrance to the Park. Water was now more precious than gold, and not a drop must be wasted.
Many of the mains were broken, and no one knew how the reservoirs were.
5. A large iron cauldron was secured from the engineer of the Park, and two stone-masons
volunteered their aid. Stone was hauled from the fallen chimneys of the Park Lodge, and the
cauldron soon set, and a fire roaring under it to boil water for tea or coffee. Do you imagine the post
of water-distributor to be an easy one?
6. The day came on dusty and hot. The wind had changed, showering us with ashes and stinging our
eyes with smoke from the ever-increasing fire. The line formed for cold water. Each had his turn. A
man would argue for a drink for his wife, and look down the long line of Americans, Japanese,
Negroes, Chinese, and all sorts and degrees of men, women, and children.
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Mid-Unit 2 Assessment Part A: Determining Word Meaning and
How Ideas Are Developed
7. “Just one cupful. It only takes a moment, and she's almost famished.” “Yes, but that moment
belongs to some one else,” replied my husband, with that fierce look from his old military days that
I knew covered the softest heart in the world. And the man went to the foot of the line, and it was
just an hour and a half before he came to the faucet for his pitcherfull.
Glossary
Hastened: went quickly
Immense: large
Refuge: safety
Shrubbery: plants
Stricken: scared
Detailed: tasked
Famished: extremely hungry
Faucet: tap
1. Reread Paragraph 2. Look at the word incessant. Read the sentence around the word. From the
context, what do you think incessant means?
a.
b.
c.
d.

stopping and starting
continuous and nonstop
occasional
noisy and loud

2. Reread Paragraph 3. Look at the word plight. Based on the way Emma Burke uses this word, which
of the following has a similar meaning to plight?
a.
b.
c.
d.

luck
troubles
earthquake
story
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Mid-Unit 2 Assessment Part A: Determining Word Meaning and
How Ideas Are Developed
3. Emma Burke uses the figurative language, “Water was now more precious than gold.” What does
she mean by this? How do you know?

4. How does Emma Burke introduce, illustrate, and elaborate on the relief camps? How does she
explain the relief camps so that we have a clear idea of what it was like? How does she add more
detail? Fill out the table.
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Mid-Unit 2 Assessment Part B: Determining Author’s Point of View and
How It Is Conveyed
Name:
Date:
I can determine an author’s point of view or purpose in an informational text. (RI.6.6)
I can explain how an author’s point of view is conveyed in an informational text. (RI.6.6)
∗

What is Emma Burke’s point of view of the relief camp? How do you know? How does she
convey that point of view?

What is Emma Burke’s point
of view of the relief camp?

How do you know?
(specific words, phrases, and
sentences from the text)
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How does the author convey
her point of view?
(Does she state it directly? Is it
inferred from her descriptions of
her actions? Is it inferred from
her use of language? etc.)

Mid-Unit 2 Assessment Part B: Determining Author’s Point of View and
How It Is Conveyed
Introducing

Illustrating

Elaborating
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End of Unit 2 Assessment Prompt: Point of View of the Immediate Aftermath Literary
Analysis Prompt
Name:
Date:
Learning targets:
I can write informative/explanatory texts that convey ideas and concepts using relevant
information that is carefully selected and organized. (W.6.2)
I can use evidence from a variety of grade-appropriate texts to support analysis, reflection, and
research. (W.6.9)
Focus question: How do the author’s purposes affect the narrator’s point of view of the
immediate aftermath of the earthquake?
Both Emma Burke and Moon Shadow discuss the immediate aftermath of the 1906 San Francisco
earthquake. In this assessment, you will analyze each narrator’s point of view of the immediate
aftermath and explain how the author’s purpose affects the narrator’s point of view.
In your essay, be sure to answer these questions:
• What is Emma Burke’s point of view of the immediate aftermath of the earthquake? Use
evidence from the text to support your claim.
•

What is Moon Shadow’s point of view of the immediate aftermath of the earthquake? Use
evidence from the text to support your claim.

•

How do the author’s purposes affect the narrator’s points of view of the immediate aftermath of
the earthquake?
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New York State Grades 6–8 Expository Writing Evaluation Rubric
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Model Literary Analysis
Name:
Date:
Focus question: How do the different cultures and backgrounds of Miss Whitlaw and
Moon Shadow affect their points of view of the dragons?
What are dragons? Are they good or evil? Are they angry and destructive, or magical and all-powerful?
In Dragonwings, both kinds of dragons exist in the eyes of the characters. By analyzing Moon
Shadow’s point of view about dragons and Miss Whitlaw’s point of view about dragons, it is clear how
people’s culture influences how they see the world.
Miss Whitlaw’s point of view of dragons is that they are wicked things. She describes them to Moon
Shadow as “… a very wicked animal that breathes fire and goes about eating up people and destroying
towns” (139) and tells Moon Shadow about St. George, a man who killed dragons. Moon Shadow feels
sorry for Miss Whitlaw because of her negative point of view of dragons, which he describes when he
says, “Her dragons were sly, spiteful creatures who stole people’s gold and killed people for malicious
fun” (143). Later, when talking about dragons with Moon Shadow, Miss Whitlaw explains, “All of the
dragons I’ve read about haven’t been very pleasant creatures” (149).
Moon Shadow also believes that there are bad dragons like Miss Whitlaw’s dragons called outlaw
dragons: “They sounded more and more like what Mother and Grandmother had told me about the
outlaw dragons” (143). However, Moon Shadow also thinks that there are other, good kinds of
dragons, such as “… the true dragons of the sea, who were wise and benevolent” (143). Dragons play a
significant role in Moon Shadow’s life; he believes that they control a lot of what happens on earth.
For example, he believes a dragon is responsible for the earthquake. He asked his father, “Do you
think one of the mean dragons is doing all this?” (198).
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Model Literary Analysis
Moon Shadow and Miss Whitlaw have heard different stories about dragons throughout their lives
because of the cultures they were brought up in. Miss Whitlaw probably has this point of view of
dragons because she grew up with the story of how St. George killed the dragons that were destroying
people and towns. In contrast, Moon Shadow grew up hearing stories about the dragon king, such as
the dream his father shared with him. In the dream, the dragon is a creature to be admired, and Moon
Shadow’s father believes he is destined to become a dragon. When Moon Shadow and Miss Whitlaw
learn about each other’s points of view, they are surprised. In 1906, San Francisco was a place where
Chinese immigrants lived among San Franciscans, and as a result, their two cultures slowly began to
share their “truths” with each other. Though there are some similarities between Moon Shadow’s and
Miss Whitlaw’s beliefs about dragons, there are large differences in their “truths” about dragons. They
have each learned their “truths” about dragons through cultural images and stories about gods, power,
and the balance of good and evil. We learn from other cultures when we listen to others’ points of view.
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Analyzing Moon Shadow’s Point of View of the Immediate Aftermath of the Earthquake
Name:
Date:
Read:
• Pages 198–204, from “Mercifully, for a moment …”
* What is Moon Shadow’s point of view of the immediate aftermath of the earthquake? How do you
know?
What is Moon Shadow’s point of view of the
immediate aftermath of the earthquake?

How do you know?
(specific words, phrases, and sentences from
the text)
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Name:
Date:

Making a Claim Graphic Organizer: Miss Whitlaw’s Point of View of Dragons
Focus Question

What is Miss Whitlaw’s point of view of dragons?

Detail

Detail

Detail

My thinking about this
detail

My thinking about this
detail

My thinking about this
detail

How I connect these details

Claim

What is Miss Whitlaw’s point of view of dragons?
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Making a Claim Graphic Organizer: Emma Burke’s Point of View of the
Immediate Aftermath
Name:
Date:
Focus Question

What is Emma Burke’s point of view of the immediate aftermath of
the earthquake?

Detail

Detail

Detail

My thinking about this
detail

My thinking about this
detail

My thinking about this
detail

How I connect
these details

Claim

What is Emma Burke’s point of view of the immediate aftermath
of the earthquake?
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Name:
Date:

Making a Claim Graphic Organizer:
Moon Shadow’s Point of View of Dragons
Focus Question

What is Moon Shadow’s point of view of dragons?

Detail

Detail

Detail

My thinking about this
detail

My thinking about this
detail

My thinking about this
detail

How I connect
these details

Claim

What is Moon Shadow’s point of view of dragons?
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Name:
Date:

Making a Claim Graphic Organizer:
Moon Shadow’s Point of View of the Immediate Aftermath

Focus Question

What is Moon Shadow’s point of view of the immediate aftermath
of the earthquake?

Detail

Detail

Detail

My thinking about this
detail

My thinking about this
detail

My thinking about this
detail

How I connect
these details
Claim

What is Moon Shadow’s point of view of the immediate aftermath
of the earthquake?
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Rows 1 and 3 of the Grades 6–8 New York State Expository Writing Evaluation Rubric
Name:
Date:
Criteria

CCLS

4
Essays at this level:

3
Essays at this level:

CONTENT AND ANALYSIS:

W.2

—clearly introduce the topic

—clearly introduce a topic in

The extent to which the

R.1-9

in a manner that is

a manner that follows from

essay conveys complex ideas

compelling and follows

the task and purpose

and information clearly and

logically from the task and

accurately in

purpose

—demonstrate gradeappropriate analysis of the

order to logically support
claims in an analysis of

—demonstrate insightful

topics or texts.

analysis of the text(s)

text(s)

COHERENCE,

W.2

—exhibit clear organization,

—exhibit clear organization,

ORGANIZATION, AND

L3.

with the skillful use of

with the use of appropriate

STYLE:

L.6

appropriate and varied

transitions to create a

The extent to which

transitions to create a

unified whole

the essay logically organizes

unified whole and enhance

complex ideas, concepts,

meaning

—establish and maintain a
formal style using precise

and information using
formal style and precise

—establish and maintain a

language and domain-

language

formal style, using grade-

specific vocabulary

appropriate, stylistically
sophisticated language and

—provide a concluding

domain-specific vocabulary

statement or section that

with a notable sense of voice

follows from the topic and
information presented

—provide a concluding
statement or section that is
compelling and follows
clearly from the topic and
information presented
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Rows 1 and 3 of the Grades 6–8 New York State Expository Writing Evaluation Rubric
Criteria

CCLS

2

1

0

Essays at this level:

Essays at this level

Essays at this level:

CONTENT AND

W.2

— introduce the topic

—introduce the text

—demonstrate a lack

ANALYSIS:

R.1-9

in a manner that

and the claim in a

of comprehension of

The extent to which

follows generally from

manner that does not

the text(s) or task

the essay conveys

the task and purpose

logically follow from
the task and purpose

complex ideas and
information clearly

—demonstrate a

and accurately in

literal comprehension

—demonstrate little

order to logically

of the text(s)

understanding of the
text(s)

support claims in an
analysis of topics or
texts.
COHERENCE,

W.2

—exhibit some

—exhibit little attempt

—exhibit no evidence

ORGANIZATION,

L3.

attempt at

at organization, or

of organization

AND STYLE:

L.6

organization, with

attempts to organize

The extent to which

inconsistent use of

are irrelevant to the

—use language that is

the essay logically

transitions

task

predominantly
incoherent or copied

organizes complex
ideas, concepts, and

—establish but fail to

—lack a formal style,

directly from the

information using

maintain a formal

using language that is

text(s)

formal style and

style, with

imprecise or

precise language

inconsistent use of

inappropriate for the

—do not provide a

language and domain-

text(s) and task

concluding statement
or section

specific vocabulary
—provide a
—provide a

concluding statement

concluding statement

or section that is

or section that follows

illogical or unrelated

generally from the

to the topic and

topic and information

information presented

presented
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Rows 1 and 3 of the Grades 6–8 New York State Expository Writing Evaluation Rubric
Row 1:

Row 3:
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Newspaper Article Rubric
Criteria

CCLS 4

3

2

1

0

CONTENT AND

W.2

—clearly

—clearly

—conveys the

—conveys the

—claim and

ANALYSIS:

R.1.9

conveys the

conveys the

topic in a

topic in a

reasons

The extent to which

topic in a

topic in a

manner that

manner that

demonstrate a

the newspaper

manner that

manner that is

follows

does not

lack of

article objectively

is objective,

objective and

generally from

logically follow

comprehension

conveys complex

compelling,

follows from the

the task and

from the task

of the text(s) or

ideas and

and follows

task and

purpose

and purpose

task

information clearly

logically from

purpose

and accurately in

the task and

—demonstrates

—demonstrates

order to logically

purpose

—demonstrates

a literal

little

grade-

comprehension

understanding

support the
author’s analysis of

—

appropriate

of the text(s) by

of the text(s) by

different points of

demonstrates

analysis of the

referencing

attempting to

view

insightful

text(s) by

different points

reference

analysis of the

referencing

of view of the

different points

text(s) by

different points

event

of view of the

referencing

of view of the

different

event

event

points of view
of the event
COMMAND OF

W.9

—develops

—develops the

—partially

—demonstrates

—provides no

EVIDENCE:

R.1.9

the topic with

topic with

develops the

an attempt to

evidence or

The extent to which

relevant, well-

relevant facts,

topic with the

use evidence

provides

the newspaper

chosen facts,

concrete details,

use of some

and features of

evidence that is

article presents

concrete

quotations,

textual evidence

a newspaper

completely

evidence from the

details,

other

and features of

article,* but

irrelevant

various media to

quotations,

information and

a newspaper

develops ideas

support analysis

other

examples from

article,* some of

with only

—does not

and reflection

information

the text(s), and

which may be

minimal,

explain how

through the use of

and examples

features of a

irrelevant

occasional

evidence

newspaper article

from the

newspaper

evidence that is

supports the

features*

text(s), and

article*

—uses relevant

generally

angle of the

evidence

invalid or

newspaper

inconsistently

irrelevant

article

—sometimes

—attempts to

features of a
*headline, byline,

newspaper

—sustains the

subheading,

article*

use of relevant

graphic image with

evidence, with
29

caption, and

—sustains the

some lack of

logically selects

select evidence

quotations

use of varied,

variety

evidence to

to support the

support the

angle of the

—logically

angle of the

newspaper

selects evidence

newspaper

article

—skillfully

to support the

article

and logically

angle of the

selects

newspaper

evidence to

article

relevant
evidence

support the
angle of the
newspaper
article
COHERENCE,

W.2

—exhibits

—exhibits clear

—exhibits some

—exhibits little

—exhibits no

ORGANIZATION,

L.3

clear

newspaper

attempt at

attempt at

evidence of

AND STYLE:

L.6

newspaper

article

newspaper

newspaper

newspaper

The extent to which

article

organization,*

article

article

article

the newspaper

organization,*

with the use of

organization,*

organization,*

organization*

article logically

with the

appropriate

with

or attempts to

organizes complex

skillful use of

transitions to

inconsistent use

organize are

—uses language

ideas, concepts,

appropriate

create a unified

of transitions

irrelevant to the

that is

and information

and varied

whole

task

predominantly

using the inverted

transitions to

pyramid structure*

create a

—establishes

but fails to

—lacks a formal

copied directly

and formal and

unified whole

and maintains a

maintain a

style, using

from the text(s)

precise language

and enhance

formal style

formal style,

language that is

meaning

using precise

with

not descriptive

—does not use a

descriptive

inconsistent use

or is

variety of

*newspaper article

—establishes

incoherent or

uses the inverted

—establishes

language and

of descriptive

inappropriate

sentence

pyramid structure,

and

domain-specific

language and

for the text(s)

structures to

organizing details

maintains a

vocabulary

domain-specific

and task

make writing

in order from major

formal style,

to minor

using grade-

—uses a variety

appropriate,

of sentence

—inconsistent

variety of

stylistically

structures to

use of a variety

sentence

sophisticated

make writing

of sentence

structures to

descriptive

more

structures to

make writing

language and

interesting

make writing

more

domain-

more

interesting

specific

interesting

vocabulary
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more
—rarely uses a

interesting

vocabulary
with a notable
sense of voice
—uses a
variety of
sentence
structures to
make writing
more
compelling
and
interesting
CONTROL OF

W.2

—

—demonstrates

—demonstrates

—demonstrates

—demonstrates

CONVENTIONS:

L.1

demonstrates

grade-

emerging

a lack of

minimal

The extent to which

L.2

grade-

appropriate

command of

command of

command of

the essay

appropriate

command of

conventions,

conventions,

conventions,

demonstrates

command of

conventions,

with some

with frequent

making

command of the

conventions,

with occasional

errors that may

errors that

assessment of

conventions of

with few

errors that do

hinder

hinder

conventions

standard English

errors

not hinder

comprehension

comprehension

unreliable

grammar, usage,

comprehension

capitalization,
punctuation, and
spelling
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Researching Factual Information Graphic Organizer
Name:
Date:
How did the 1906 San Francisco earthquake and fire affect the people of San Francisco?
Directions:
1. Read through the text carefully. Use the glossary to help you with words that are unfamiliar.
2. Reread the text and discuss what is factual information and what isn’t.
3. Underline factual information that answers the focus question for your newspaper article—
information that is undeniably true and can’t be argued against.
4. Ignore the first column for now.
5. Record the source in the second column (title and author).
6. Record the fact in the third column.
7. In the fourth column, describe how this fact answers the question: How did the 1906 San
Francisco earthquake and fire affect the people of San Francisco?
Importance

Source (title and
author)

Factual information
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How does it answer
the question?

The Great 1906 Earthquake and Fires of San Francisco: Glossary
Article 1: The Great 1906 Earthquake and Fires of San Francisco
roused

Woke someone up who was sleeping deeply

tremor

A shaking of the earth

toppled

Fell over because something became unsteady

pandemonium

A situation where there is a lot of noise and confusion because people are angry or
scared or confused

ensued

Began as a result of something else

tectonic plates

Massive, irregular slabs of rock that cover Earth’s surface.

populous

Having many people in relation to its size—an area with a lot of people in a small
space is populous, but an area with a lot of people in a large space is not very
populous

sporadically

Happening often and regularly but not continuously

buckled

Became bent or curved because of heat or pressure

decimated

Destroyed a large part of something

infernos

Very large and dangerous fires
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Timeline of the San Francisco Earthquake, April 18–23, 1906: Glossary
Article 2: Timeline of the San Francisco Earthquake, April 18–23, 1906
tenements

A large building divided into apartments, usually in a poor part of town

liquefied

Turned something to liquid

rift

A crack or narrow opening in a rock

swath

A large strip of something

mosaic

A pattern or picture made by fitting small pieces of stone, glass, or other small
objects together

convocation

A large, formal meeting of a group of people, especially church officials

miscreant

A bad person who causes mischief or harm

arsonist

Someone who deliberately starts a fire

cistern

A large container of water which supplies water to an entire building

casualties

The number of people who are killed or hurt in a war or an accident
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Timeline of the San Francisco Earthquake, April 18–23, 1906: Glossary
Article 2: Timeline of the San Francisco Earthquake, April 18–23, 1906
apprehended

(old fashion word) Understood something

succession

Happening one right after the other

foreboder

Someone who has a strong feeling that something bad will happen

venture

To say or do something in an uncertain way

seismonetry

The study of earthquakes

commenced

Began, started officially
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The San Francisco Earthquake, 1906: Glossary
Article 3: The San Francisco Earthquake, 1906
ignited

Lit on fire

ravaged

Damaged very badly

maelstrom

A confusing situation full of events and emotions that are difficult to
understand, usually because they are so bad

reeling

Literally stepping backwards and almost falling over from a hit or a shock. You
could feel like you are about fall over because of the shock of what someone
does or says to you.

cornice

Plaster or wood that runs along the top of a wall for decoration

maggot

The larvae of a fly

futile

Useless, something that has no chance to be successful

wreckage

The parts of something, like a building, that are left over after it has been
destroyed

disembarked

Got off a ship or an airplane

seething

Moving around in all different directions. If the flames were seething, there
were lots of flames going in all directions.

bulging

Sticking out in a rounded shape

refuge

A place of safety, a shelter from something

doled out

Gave out something like money, food, or supplies to more than one person

commandeered

Took someone else’s property as your own, especially during war time

semblance

A situation or condition that is similar to another, usually better, one
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The San Francisco Earthquake, 1906: Glossary
Article 3: The San Francisco Earthquake, 1906
debris

Pieces that are left after something has been destroyed

chasms

Very deep spaces between two areas of something (like rock or ice)

precipitated

Fell down something steep

fissure

A deep crack in rock or earth

bedlam

A situation where there is a lot of noise and confusion

pandemonium
(a repeat from
Article 1)

A situation where there is a lot of noise and confusion because people are angry
or scared or confused

indiscriminately

Something that happens without any thought about the harm that it might
cause
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Peer Critique Guidelines
1.
Be kind: Always treat others with dignity and respect. This means we never use words that are
hurtful, including sarcasm.
2.
Be specific: Focus on particular strengths and weaknesses, rather than making general
comments like “It’s good” or “I like it.” Provide insight into why it is good or what, specifically, you
like about it.
3.
Be helpful: The goal is to positively contribute to the individual or the group, not to simply be
heard. Echoing the thoughts of others or cleverly pointing out details that are irrelevant wastes time.
4.

Participate: Peer critique is a process to support each other, and your feedback is valued.
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Stars and Steps Recording Form
Partner’s Name: __________________________ Date: __________________________
“Demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with occasional errors that do not hinder
comprehension.”
Star:
_____________________________________________________________________

Step:
_____________________________________________________________________
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Learning Resources
CoSer 501
Educational Media

Equal Opportunity Notice
CA BOCES hereby advises students, parents, employees and the general public that it offers employment,
programs and educational opportunities, including vocational education opportunities, without regard to gender,
race, color, national origin, handicap or any other legally protected status. Inquiries regarding this nondiscrimination policy and grievance procedures may be directed to :
Human Resources Director, Cattaraugus-Allegany BOCES, 1825 Windfall Road, Olean, NY 14760; 716-3768237.

